
Completing Temporary Distance Learning Plans (TDLPs) in EdPlan 

 

1. IMPORTANT: If you go into the document for a student and see a message at the top in yellow saying 

that a colleague has accessed the same page within the last 10 minutes, STOP.  Move on to the next 

student on your caseload and come back to this student.  This will prevent issues of overwriting 

someone else’s information inadvertently.  

 

2.  Once you log into EdPlan and pull up a specific student on your caseload, you will click on 

the “Documents” tab on the light blue menu bar at the top of the screen. 

 

3.  On the “Documents” page, you will select the Temporary Distance Learning Plan from the “General” 

menu. 

 

4.  After selecting the TDLP, you will click to indicate whether you would like to create a draft or final 

document.    

NOTE:  if you elect to create a draft document, review and then finalize, be cautious about the notice 

that someone else is on the page as this could alter your drafted document.  Once a document is 

finalized, the workspace will wipe clean.  Any further changes will have to be re-entered  and a new 

document created. 

 



5.  Once the TDLP document is open, fill in the date and indicate the type of service provider that you 

are.   

NOTE: If another service provider has already filled in his/her information for this same student, move to 

a new student as there is a service provider actively drafting their plan and the document has not been 

finalized. 

 

 

6.  In the event that the IEP for the student can be implemented AS WRITTEN except for the location 

(through distance), you can click this box and then the plan is finalized with your email contact at the 

bottom.  No further information is required on the TDLP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7.  If you need to list specific supports and services, complete the table with the information about the 

service(s)/support(s) that you will be providing to the student during this period of distance learning.  If 

you select “other” an additional textbox will open to allow you to specify what your “other” 

service/support is.   

NOTE: If another service provider has already filled in his/her information for this same student, move to 

a new student as there is a service provider actively drafting their plan and the document has not been 

finalized. 

 

 

8.  Enter your email address. Finalize the document.   

 

 

NOTE:  Should you notice an error or a need to revise a finalized plan, the information entered 

previously will be wiped from the workspace and you will need to re-enter the information with the 

changes.   

 

Once the document is finalized, you are done!  Great job! 

 


